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NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, May 2,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In Laurie

Robinson Haden’s latest book, It's Time

to Shine, readers are treated to a

profound exploration of the impact of

small contributions and acts of

kindness on the lives of others.

Chapter 10 spotlights the

transformative power of giving back

and paying it forward.

Throughout all the chapters in her

timely book "It's Time to Shine" (now in

audio form), there is a constant thread

of purpose and direction, but none

more important than this last chapter’s message. Laurie states, “While we have life, we should

use it purposefully to make a difference for others. Paying it forward is not just giving money; it

also involves giving your time, energy, and talents.”
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In a world where it's easy to become consumed by

personal pursuits and ambitions, Robinson Haden reminds

us of the profound difference we can make in the lives of

those around us simply by extending a helping hand or

offering a word of encouragement.

"Sometimes, just providing a listening ear, a comforting

smile, and words of encouragement can be enough to change someone’s outlook on life," says

Robinson Haden. "Simply giving of yourself can make all the difference in the world."

"It's Time to Shine" poignantly reminds us that acts of kindness, no matter how small, have the

potential to create ripple effects that can touch countless lives. Whether it's volunteering at a

local shelter, mentoring a young person, or simply being there for a friend in need, Robinson
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Haden emphasizes that each act of

kindness has the power to spark

positive change.

"Paying it forward also can mean

opening the doors to opportunities for

others," Robinson Haden explains, "By

extending a helping hand or offering

support, we can create a chain reaction

of generosity and goodwill that has the

power to transform entire

communities."

Through real-life stories and heartfelt

anecdotes, this award-winning author

illustrates how acts of kindness and

generosity have the power to uplift,

inspire, and unite. By highlighting the

importance of giving back and paying it

forward, "It's Time to Shine" Chapter 10

encourages readers to embrace the

spirit of generosity and compassion in

their own lives.

For those looking to make a positive

impact in their communities and

beyond, "It's Time to Shine" serves as a

beacon of hope and inspiration,

reminding them that together, they

have the power to create a brighter,

more compassionate world.

About: Laurie Robinson Haden is an

esteemed attorney and author who

worked for nearly two decades as a senior leader in the law department of CBS Corporation

(now Paramount +) and is an author renowned for her commitment to empowering

professionals of color. Her new book, "Preparing for a Career in the Legal Profession: For High

School and College Students Interested in Becoming Lawyers" is an enhancement to her literary

journey, which started with her launch of "It's Time to Shine: A Guide for Professionals of Color

on How to Advance Their Career.

For media inquiries or further information, please contact Alegra Hall at 240-495-3189 or

alegra@mymediabuzztv.com.
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